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Fe a t u r e s

As the Louvre Abu Dhabi opens its doors to the
public Saturday, here are five pieces of art out of
the 620 on display you should look out for that

show the breadth of the new museum.

Monumental Statue with Two Heads
This plaster statue, dating to around 6,500 BC and

discovered in Ain Ghazal, Jordan, is one of the oldest
known in human history. It’s among the earliest large-
scale representations of human form. The settlement in
which it was found, spread across 30 acres along the
Zarqa river, was one of the largest known Neolithic set-
tlements in the Near East.

Page of the ‘Blue Quran’
The page, from one of the oldest-ever-found Qurans,

sits in a darkened room near a Gothic Bible, Buddhist
sutras and a Torah from Yemen. It’s part of the museum’s
theme of showing what’s universal among peoples of the
world. The Blue Quran dates from around 900 and was
discovered in North Africa.

Portrait of a Woman, called La Belle Ferronniere
This is one of some 15 pieces of art known to exist

today from the Renaissance master Leonardo da Vinci.
Dating around 1495, the painting is thought to be of
Lucrezia Crivelli, a mistress of the Duke of Milan

Ludovico Sforza. The clothes the woman is wearing, her
position and the smoothness of the painting all reflect the
style of the Renaissance.

The Saint-Lazare Station
This Claude Monet painting from 1877 came during

the Industrial Revolution. Monet, known as the father of
Impressionism, often painted railway stations, modern life
and urban landscapes during this period. His signature
brushstrokes and the effects of color can be seen in it.

Fountain of Light
The Louvre Abu Dhabi commissioned this chandelier-

inspired installation from Chinese artist Ai Weiwei. The 7-
meter piece of art is made of stainless steel and glass. It’s
inspired by the Tatlin Tower, a utopian project that was
meant to be built in Russia in 1919 but never was. — AP

‘Saint Lazare Train Station’ by Claude Monet.

‘Portrait of a Woman’ by Leonardo da Vinci

‘Monumental Statue with two heads’ from Jordan about 6500 BCE.

A page of the ‘Blue Quran’ from North Africa.
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This photo shows the night view of the Louvre Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. 

In 2010, a group of Kinshasa street musi-
cians, several of them left paraplegic by
childhood polio, caused a sensation in

Europe. Calling themselves Staff Benda Bilili,
the penurious band wowed audiences with
Congolese rumba, combining pounding
rhythms with scintillating melodies and solos.
As unique as the group’s tale of their rise from
the streets was their gritty guitar sound-all the
work of a modest, self-taught Congolese luthi-
er, Jean-Luther
Misoko Nzalayala,
who goes by the
trade name of
Socklo.

Benda Bil i l i
wielded instru-
ments in eccentric
shapes and exu-
berant colors, their
frets, bridges and
nuts made from
scrap metal that
had been cut and
bent by Socklo’s rudimentary tools, producing
an exceptional timbre. “It was powerful,
bright, full-bodied and yet as raw as an
uncooked onion, fizzing with the kind of
raunch that many rock guitarists have been
searching for in vain since the end of the
1960s,” Andy Morgan, a specialist in African
music, recorded on his blog. 

As a youngster, Socklo wanted to be a foot-
ball player, but he fell sick with rheumatism,
“and that’s what pushed me into music”. The
notion of making a guitar came to Socklo when
he was still in secondary school, and wondered
if he could reproduce the instrument that he
was learning to play. “My first guitar was a
joke,” he says with a laugh.  “If you put on the
strings and tried to tune them, the fretboard
bent-there was no way you could play it.”

The young Socklo studied a while at the
Higher Institute of Applied Techniques (ISTA)
in Kinshasa where he “did electronica”.  He
went on to sign his guitars “Ir Socklo”-the “Ir”
stands for “Ingenieur” (French for engineer)
and then launched his career as a luthier in
1978. Over the decades, thousands of instru-
ments have emerged from his workshop in the
rundown Lemba district of Kinshasa-a hut built
of wood planks, breeze blocks and sheet iron.
The floor is littered with wooden debris.

On a makeshift workbench, Socklo employs
the simplest of hand tools: a saw, a plane, a few
wooden chisels and a hammer and anvil to
make frets from pieces of metal. On the wall
are portraits of successive Congolese leaders
Mobutu Sese Seko (1965-1997), Laurent
Kabila (1997-2001) and his son Joseph Kabila
(in power since 2001). They share the space

with an ageless poster of Michael Jackson. His
hair cropped short and turning white, the 57-
year-old Socklo explains that he learned how
to make guitars on his own. Nowadays, he is
training apprentices as best as he can.

Pragmatist without power    
Over the years, Socklo has managed to get

a jigsaw and a few other electronic tools, but
using them is hard because of Kinshasa’s fre-

quent power cuts,
so he is pragmatic.
“On days when I
have power, I do
all the work that
needs electricity,
and when there’s
no current, I just
get on with the
rest.” Musicians
who have tried out
Socklo guitars
agree that they
have a special

sound, typically Congolese. For the sound box,
the maker uses locally produced plywood,
while the fretboard can be made of wenge, a
tough tropical wood that can be hard to work.

For a basic acoustic guitar, Socklo makes
treble strings from brake cables that he
patiently cuts to size. Bass strings come from a
machine he invented that spins copper wire.
When it comes to electric guitars or electro-
acoustic instruments, Socklo buys the pickups,
“preferably European ones,” as it would be too
onerous to make them in his workshop.

Jupiter & Pepe    
In all, Socklo believes he has “made and sold

more than 10,000 guitars,” but the estimate is
on the high side, since he also says that he
turns out between two and three guitars a
week.  Moreover, some special orders require
work that takes more time. But one thing is
certain. At prices varying from $35 and $50
for an acoustic guitar or bass and rising to
between $150 and $200 for an electric or elec-
tro-acoustic guitar, Socklo’s instruments are
affordable even in the dire poverty that is the
daily lot of most of the 10 million residents in
Kinshasa.

Countless musicians in Democratic Republic
of Congo, including Jupiter Bokondji (Okwess
International) and Pepe Felly Manuaku, have
used guitars made by Socklo or his rival across
town, Almaz. In Europe, his reputation has
been spread by the likes of Belgian jazz gui-
tarist Philip Catherine. His visitors’ book in
Kinshasa testifies to a list of clients hailing
from Britain, France, the United States and
Venezuela. With orders piling up, Socklo has
little time left to play music himself.  “I used to
play the guitar and I made people dance,” he
says cheerfully, “but today it’s my guitars that
lead the dance.”—AFP

Question marks again cloud US-
Cuban relations, but one element
of engagement is moving ahead-a

joint youth orchestra, which aims to build
both musical and personal connections. In
an initiative that emerged after the
Minnesota Orchestra’s landmark trip to
Havana in 2015, four students from Cuba
this month traveled to the midwestern city
of Minneapolis to study in the inaugural
Cuban American Youth Orchestra
Academy. The Cubans, who study in
Havana but often lack more advanced train-
ing and their own instruments, learn under
experienced performers in Minnesota-and
as people they find common ground. “I
believe that music is like an ambassador
between the two nations. Personal interests
aren’t put first; it’s just the music,” Adriel
David Rodriguez Laza, a 21-year-old cellist
who was part of the group, told AFP by
telephone from Minneapolis.

The Minnesota Orchestra played Havana
shortly after then president Barack Obama
moved to end a half-century of tension with
the communist island. Tensions have crept
back up under Obama’s successor Donald
Trump, who has questioned reconciliation.
During the visit, Cuban and US musicians
together played Mendelssohn’s “Octet.”
Hoping to make the exchange two-way, the
Cuban musicians in turn performed a folk
composition from the island.

The musicians from the two countries
hope to play together next year as a cham-
ber group before a goal of creating a full-
sized Cuban American Youth Orchestra,
made up of high school-age students,
which would tour in 2019. “We want to find
musical phrases together and share musi-
cal, emotional feelings together,” said
Osmo Vanska, the Finnish conductor who
is music director of the Minnesota
Orchestra. “There is no politics in music.
That’s one of the great things. We can
come together without any negative bag-
gage from history,” he said.

Gift of instruments   
The four Cuban musicians came togeth-

er after discovering Puccini on YouTube,
creating what they called the Crisantemi
Quartet after the opera master’s elegiac
piece. Rodriguez would play at his universi-
ty and on a cello on loan from his aunt but
never had his own instrument-until now. He
and another student-his sister, violist
Adriana Deborah Rodriguez Laza-were
presented their own instruments after
donations collected by Rena Kraut, execu-
tive director of the Cuban American Youth
Orchestra.

“I was very happy and very moved. I
was almost speechless,” he said. To buy a
cello in Cuba, he said, “you would need
months or even years” of salary. To
Rodriguez, the prospect of working as a
classical musician is daunting in Cuba, a
country with a rich musical heritage but
more identified with jazz, salsa and African-
influenced rhythms. “Yes, you can live from
music, but not from classical music-from
more modern Cuban music you play in the
streets,” he said. “It’s difficult being a classi-
cal musician in Cuba because it’s not what
the public wants most,” he said. He called
the time in Minnesota “magnificent,” saying
he was able to witness a different experi-
ence. “American musicians have another
way of seeing music. They have other
opportunities,” he said.

Different feeling for music
Kraut became aware of the potential for

mutual learning when she headed to Havana
with the Minnesota Orchestra, the first trip
there by a major US classical ensemble in
15 years. The orchestra had practiced a
Cuban piece and in one section had to clap
out the rhythm. The audience of young
people was baffled at the Americans’ musi-
cal sense. “Every single student stopped
and looked at us and they said, like, ‘What
are they doing?” Kraut said.—AFP

Members of both the Minnesota and the Cuban American Youth Orchestras perform together
in the lobby atrium after a concert by the Minnesota Orchestra in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

The guitar maker of Kinshasa: 
Father of a unique sound

This file photo shows Misoko Nzalaya Jean Luther, alias Ir Socklo, a stringed-instrument maker for 40
years, as he poses with a guitar at his workshop in Kinshasa. — AFP
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